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2015 3rd Quarter Wrap-Up Oct. 22
To
“The opportunity to secure ourselves against defeat
lies in our own hands, but the opportunity of
defeating the enemy is provided by the enemy
himself.”
~ Sun Tzu
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The third quarter of 2015 was a tough one. The
geopolitical tensions between the G-7 and BRIC
nations threaded through the news as the global
economy slowed. The Fed backed down on interest
rates – not a good sign. Fears regarding the
corruption of our political and financial leaders also
continued to grow.
In this weekʼs Third Quarter Wrap Up, I will take a
look at the top stories of the quarter and whatʼs
coming up between now and the end of 2015.
In each Solari Report Wrap Up, we take an in-depth
look at an important subject:
In our Annual Wrap Up in January, we looked
at the growth of global stock markets in Planet
Equity.
In the First Quarter, we looked at the growth
of global debt and the end of the bond bull in
Planet Debt.
In the Second Quarter, we looked at
Infrastructure and its critical role in building
the global economy and global cooperation.
In this Wrap Up – in addition to our review of top
news stories, financial markets and whatʼs coming
up in Q4 – we will take a look the Chinese equity
markets.
China restarted its equity markets in 1990 after a
40-year hiatus. Now, only 25 years later, the
Chinese equity markets have a market capitalization
of over $7 trillion. That is approximately 10% of the
value of global equity markets. If you include Hong
Kongʼs market, it is nearly 15%. Such growth is
nothing short of astonishing.
The dramatic rise and fall of prices in the Chinese
stock market this year raise important questions
about Chinaʼs role in the global economy. The
Chinese equity markets trade at 1) the intersection
of the desire of billions of Asians for a better life with
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2) the economic warfare and risks created by the
potential unraveling of the current geopolitical order.
Catherine Austin Fitts

Sunday Brunch in Edinburgh – October 25,
2015

Catherine will be in Edinburgh on Sunday, October 25, 2015
Thank you to the wonderful British subscriber who e-mailed and said, “are you going
to have lunch in the UK?” He says he is coming, so there will be at least two.
Catherine will be having brunch at The Edinburgh Larder Licensed Cafe and youʼre
invited to join!
Buy Tickets Here

Highlights from Our Last Report - The Dollar, Gold and the
S&P 500 with Rambus
Technical analysis is very difficult to do well. Rambus of Rambus
Chartology is special: his charting and analysis offer deep insight into the
financial and commodities markets. Under his tutelage, financial
complexity organizes into important, actionable insight.

Three indicators are of great importance to me in all aspects of what I
do. I regularly check in with Rambus for his analysis. For this weekʼs
Solari Report, Rambus has agreed to do a written interview rich with
charts on:
Gold
The US $
The S&P 500
Results, of course, speak for themselves. Rambus has produced some
big ones. Among his most memorable was calling the downturn in
precious metals prices in 2011. Like yours truly, he also experienced the
wrath of the goldbugs as a result. We will talk about that and more.
Rambus shuns publicity, so he has agreed to a written interview. We will
publish it for subscribers and I will discuss it for the audio portion of our
report.
The latest Economist has announced that dollar supremacy is
unsustainable, while the signs of declining American power are growing.
I am glad we will have an opportunity to have this discussion.

See it here or Subscribe

About The Solari Report
A weekly one-hour briefing with Catherine Austin Fitts and specialized experts, The
Solari Report helps to navigate you through the shifting political and financial
climates while building your wealth.
Learn more and subscribe here.
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